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Thursday, June 13th saw Young Member Groups from across the nation competing against each other in 
NCSEA’s annual Trivia Night. Our night kicked off at Stantec’s swish new digs, where SEAoNY provided 
pizza and drinks before the trivia kicked off. Split into East & West timezones, New York’s YMG fielded 3 
teams and ran against a geographically diverse set of entrants hailing from as far south as Florida and as far 
north as Minnesota. 
Brief introductions from the competing teams provided a nice opportunity to hear from our cross-country 
counterparts. After hearing from each, the trivia began, with one notable change from last year being the 
timing of the questions- down to 1 minute each from the previous 2 minutes, keeping the teams on their 
toes and the event running at an enjoyable pace. 
The questions this year were again split between engineering and general trivia. We kicked off with a round 
on masonry, went global in rounds 2 and 3 with World Trivia and “Guess that Airport” before coming back 
to familiar territory with a somewhat dubiously titled final round of “Steel Construction Basics”, filled with 
curve balls that surely made even the most recent PE taker scratch their heads. 
After the points were tallied it was Massachusetts and Georgia in positions 1 & 2 with 3 teams, including 2 
from New York, tied for 3rd place. At the teams’ request, we battled for 3rd place with a “Name That Skyline” 
tiebreaker round. All said and done, it was the 2nd SEAoNY team taking out third place. 
The New York teams gathered after the event to continue networking, finish the beer and discuss who 
deemed the questions “Basic.” We may never know, but we will be back next year and determined to take 
out the top spot. 

Thanks to Stantec for hosting us and NCSEA for putting on the event.
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